When we have only interval ranges Ix i, ~i] of sample values xl,..., xm what is the interval IV, V-~ of possible values for the variance V of these values? We prove that the problem of computing the upper bound V is NP-hard. We provide a feasible (quadratic time) algorithm for computing the lower bound V on the variance of interval data. We also provide a feasible algorithm that computes V under reasonable easily verifiable conditions.
Introduction
When we have n measurement results xl,...,Xn, traditional statistical approach usually starts with computing their (sample) average E = 2 = xl +... + xn and their (sample) n variance V -(Xl-E) 2 +... + (xn -E) 2 --n-1
In some practical situations, we only have intervals xi = [x_i, xi] of possible values of xi. This happens, for example, if instead of observing the actual value xi of the random variable, we observe the value xi measured by an instrument with a known upper bound Ai on the measurement error; then, the actual (unknown) value is within the interval xi = [.~i -Ai, 2i + Ad.
As a result, the sets of possible values of E and V are also intervals. Since E is an increasing function of each of the variables xi, it is easy to compute the interval E = [E, E} of possible values of E: E = x-1 + "'" + x-n" E = 51 + • .. + xn What is the interval [_V.., V] --n ~ n
of possible values for sample variance V? When all the intervals xi intersect, then it is possible that all the actual (unknown) values xi E xi are the same and hence, that the sample variance is 0. In other words, if the intervals have a non-empty intersection, then V = 0. Conversely, if the intersection of xi is empty, then V cannot be 0, hence V > 0. The question is (see, e.g., [4] ): What is the total set of possible values of V when the above intersection is empty? The very fact that computing the range of a quadratic function is NP-hard was first proven by Vavasis [3] (see also [1] ). We have shown that this difficulty happens even for very simple quadratic functions V frequently used in data processing.
A natural question is: maybe the difficulty comes from the requirement that the range be computed exactly? In practice, it is often sufficient to compute, in a reasonable amount of time, a usefully accurate estimate V for V, i.e., an estimate V which is accurate with a given accuracy c > 0: ~ -V < ¢. Alas, for any c, such computations are also NP-hard: 
3
Second Result:
Computing V First, we design a feasible algorithm for computing the exact lower bound V of the sample variance. Specifically, our algorithm is quadratic-time, i.e., it requires O(n 2) computational steps (arithmetic operations or comparisons) for n interval data points x~ = Ix j, ~]. The algorithm .A is as follows:
• First, we sort all 2n values x i, gi into a sequence x(1) < x(2) < ... < x(2=).
• Second, we compute E and E and select all "small intervals" [X(k), X(k+l)] that intersect with [E, El. If Nk = 0, we take V~ dej 0.
• Finally, we return the smallest of the values V~ as V. (For readers' convenience, all the proofs are placed in the special Proofs section).
We have implemented this algorithm in C++, it works really fast.
Example. We start with 5 intervals: x~ = [2. 
A Feasible Algorithm That Computes V in Many Situations
NP-hard means, crudely speaking, that there are no general ways for solving all particular cases of this problem (i.e., computing V) in reasonable time.
However, we show that there are algorithms for computing V for many reasonable situations. Namely, we propose an efficient algorithm .,4 that computes V for the case when all the interval midpoints ("measured values") ~ = (x_~ +z~)/2 are definitely different from each other, in the sense that the "narrowed" intervals [~i-£xi/n, Y:i+~i/n] -where £xi ----(x_i-~i)/2 is the interval's half-width -do not intersect with each other.
This algorithm ,,4 is as follows:
• First, we sort all 2n endpoints of the narrowed intervals .~i -£xi/n and .~i + ,~Xi/n • if X(k+l) < .~i --&i/n, then we pick xi = xi;
• if X(k) > Xi + &i/n, then we pick xi = x_i;
• for all other i," we consider both possible values xi = xi and xi = _T_i.
As a result, we get one or several sequences of xi. For each of these sequences, we check whether the average E of the selected values xl,..., xn is indeed within this small interval, and if it is, compute the sample variance by using the formula for V.
• Finally, we return the largest of the computed sample variances as V. This algorithm also works when, for some fixed k, no more than k "narrowed" intervals can have a common point:
Theorem 4.2. For every positive integer k, the algorithm ~ compute V is quadratic time for all the cases in which no more than k "narrowed" intervals can have a common point.
This computation time is quadratic in n but it grows exponentially with k. So, when k grows, this algorithm requires more and more computation time. It is worth mentioning that the examples on which we prove NP-hardness (see proof of Theorem 2.1) correspond to the case when all n narrowed intervals have a common point.
Sample Mean, Sample Variance: What Next?
When we have two sets of data xl,..., xn and yl,..., y,~, we normally compute sample col n x n n 
Proofs
Proof of Theorem 2.1 1 °. To prove that our problem is NP-hard, we will prove that the known NP-hard subset problem T~0 can be reduced to it. In the subset problem, given n positive integers Sl,..., sn, n we must check whether there exist signs rji E {-1, +1} for which the signed sum ~ rli .si i=1 equals 0. We will show that this problem can be reduced to the problem of computing V, i.e., that to every instance (sl,..., s~) of the problem 'P0, we can put into correspondence such an instance of the C-computing problem that based on its solution, we can easily check whether the desired signs exist.
As this instance, we take the instance corresponding to the intervals 
The theorem is proven.
Proof of Theorem 2 2: Main Idea
The main idea of this proof is that if when the variance is close to Co, then the values xi are close to ±si, and the sum ~ xi is close to 0, hence, the corresponding integers =ksi solve the subset problem. If ~ is too large, we make the same conclusion with intervals [-k • si, k. s~] for some sufficiently large k. where ~ means the sum over all j ¢ i, the equality xi = E implies that xi = E~ de=f 1 i n --T " ~i x~ °)' i.e., when xi is equal to the arithmetic average E~ of all other elements.
For xi < E~, the function V is decreasing, for xi > E~, this function in increasing. Thus:
• If E~ E x~, the global minimum of the function V of one variable is attained within the interval xi, hence the minimum on the interval xi is attained for xi = E~. • If E~ < _x~, the function V is increasing on the interval xi and therefore, its minimum on this interval is attained when xi ----xi.
• Finally, if E~ :> ~i, the function V is decreasing on the interval xi and therefore, its minimum on this interval is attained when x~ = ~.
Let us reformulate these conditions in terms of the average E = -~ • x~ + n -n 1 . Ei .,
• In the first case, when xi = E~, we have xi = E = E~, so E E x~.
• In the second case, we have E~ < x i and xi = x_i. Therefore, in this case, E < x i.
• In the third case, we have E~ > Zi and xi = zi. Therefore, in this case, E > x_i.
Thus:
• If E C xi, then we cannot be in the second or third cases. Thus, we are in the first case, hence xi = g.
• If E < x_i, then we cannot be in the first or the third cases. Thus, we are the second case, hence xi = x_i.
• If E > zi, then we cannot be in the first or the second cases. Thus, we are in the third case, hence xi = xi.
Thence, as soon as we determine the position of E with respect to all the bounds x~ and ~i, we will have a pretty good understanding of all the values xi at which the minimum is attained. Hence, to find the minimum, we will analyze how the endpoints x~ and ~i divide the real line, and consider all the resulting sub-intervals.
Let the corresponding subinterval Ix(k), x(k+l)] be fixed. For the i's for which E ¢ xi, the values x~ that correspond to the minimal sample variance are uniquely determined by the above formulas.
For the i's for which E E xi the selected value xi should be equal to E. To determine this E, we can use the fact that E is equal to the average of all thus selected values xi, in other words, that we should have where (n -Nk) . E combines all the points for which E C xi. Multiplying both sides of (6.2) by n and subtracting n • E from both sides, we conclude that (in notations of Section 3), we have E ----Sk/Nk -what we denoted, in the algorithm's description, by r k. If thus defined r~ does not belong to the subinterval Ix(k), x(k+l)], this contradiction with our initial assumption shows that there cannot be any minimum in this subinterval, so this subinterval can be easily dismissed. The corresponding sample variance is denoted by V~. If Nk = 0, this means that E belongs to all the intervals x~ and therefore, that the lower endpoint V is exactly 0 -so we assign V~ = 0.
2 ° . To complete the proof of Theorem 3.1, we must show that this algorithm indeed requires quadratic time.
Indeed, sorting requires O(n. log(n)) steps, and the rest of the algorithm requires linear time (O(n)) for each of 2n subintervals, i.e., the total quadratic time.
Proof of Theorems

and 4.2
1 ° . Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us first show that the algorithm described in Section 4 is indeed correct.
2 °. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1, let xl,..., xn be the values at which the sample variance attain its maximum on the box xl × ... x. xn. if we fix the values of all the variables but one xi, then V becomes a quadratic function of xi. When the function V attains maximum over x~ E xl,..., xn E xn, then this quadratic function of one variable will attain its maximum on the interval xi at the point xi.
We have already shown, in the proof of Theorem 3.1, that this quadratic function has a (global) minimum at xi = E~, where E~ is the average of all the values xl,..., xn except for xi. Since this quadratic function of one variable is always non-negative, it cannot have a global maximum. Therefore, its maximum on the interval xi = [xi,Zi] is attained at one of the endpoints of this interval.
An arbitrary quadratic function of one variable is symmetric with respect to the location of its global minimum, so its maximum on any interval is attained at the point which is the farthest from the minimum. There is exactly one point which is equally close to both endpoints of the interval xi: its midpoint ~i. Depending on whether the global minimum is to the left, to the right, or exactly at the midpoint, we get the following three possible cases:
1. If the global minimum E~ is to the left of the midpoint .~i, i.e., if E~ < .~i, then the upper endpoint is the farthest from E~. In this case, the maximum of the quadratic function is attained at its upper endpoint, i.e., xi = zi. 2. Similarly, if the global minimum E~ is to the right of the midpoint xi, i.e., if E~ > xi, then the lower, endpoint is the farthest from E~. In this case, the maximum of the quadratic function is attained at its lower endpoint, i.e., xi = x_~. 3. If E~ = :~i, then the maximum of V is attained at both endpoints of the interval = 3 °. In the third case, we have either xi = x~ or xi = ~i. Depending on whether xi is equal to the lower or to the upper endpoints, we can "combine" the corresponding situations with Cases 1 and 2. As a result, we arrive at the conclusion that one of the following two situations happen:
1. either E~ < 2~ and xi = Z~; 2. either E~ > .~i and xi = x_i. 4 ° . Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3.1, let us reformulate these conclusions in terms of the average E of the maximizing values xl,..., x~.
The average E~ can be described as n--l'
where ~ means the sum over all j ~ i. By definition, E} xj = ~j xj -xi, where ~j xj means the sum over all possible j. By definition of E, we have E --E~ xj n hence ~j xj = n. E. Therefore, E~ = n-Exi Let us apply this formula to the above n--1 three cases.
4.1 ° . In the first case, we have ~i _> E~. So, in terms of E, we get the inequality ~i _> n-E -x~ Multiplying both sides of this inequality by n -1 and using the fact that in n-1 this case, xi = ~i = :~i + Ai, we conclude that (n -1) • .~ _> n • E -~i -Ai. Moving all the terms but n • E to the left-hand side and dividing by E, we get the following inequality:
E _< :~ + Ai/n. 4.2 °. In the second case, we have ~ _< E~. So, in terms of E, we get the inequality n.E-xi n-1
Multiplying both sides of this inequality by n -1, and using the fact that in this case, xi = x_~ = ~ -Ai, we conclude that (n-1) -:~i _< n. E-~i + A~.
Moving all the terms but n-E to the left-hand side and dividing by E, we get the following inequality: Ai n 5 °. Parts 4.1 and 4.2 of this proof can be summarized as follows:
• In Case 1, we have E <_ :~i + Ai/n and xi = xi.
• In Case 2, we have E > xi -,~i/n and xi = x_i.
Therefore:
• If E < .~i -Ai/n, this means that we cannot be in Case 2. So we must be in Case 1
and therefore, we must have xi = zi.
• If E > xi + Ai/n, this means that we cannot be in Case 1. So, we must be in Case 2 and therefore, we must have xi = x_i.
The only case when we do not know which endpoint for x~ we should choose is the case when E belongs to the narrowed interval [xi -A/n, .~i + ~i].
6 °. Hence, once we know where E is with respect to the endpoints of all narrowed intervals, we can determine the values of all optimal xi -except for those that are within this narrowed interval. Since we consider the case when no more than k narrowed intervals can have a common point, we have no more than k undecided values xi. Trying all possible combinations of lower and upper endpoints for these _~ k values requires < 2 k steps.
Thus, the overall number of steps is 0(2 k. n2). Since k is a constant, the overall number of steps is thus O(n2).
The theorem is proven. 1 °. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 2.1, we reduce a subset problem to the problem of computing V.
Each instance of the subset problem is as follows: given n positive integers 81,..., sn, to n check whether there exist signs r}i E {-1, +1} for which the signed sum ~ y/• si equals 0. i=1 We will show that this problem can be reduced to the problem of computing C, i.e., that to every instance (sl,. •., s,) of the subset problem g0, we can put into correspondence such an instance of the C-computing problem that based on its solution, we can easily check whether the desired signs exist.
As this instance, we take the instance corresponding to the intervals Indeed, it is known that the sample covariance C is bounded by the product crx .ay of sample standard deviations cr~ = x/~ and ay = VY~ of x and y. In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we have already proven that the sample variance Vx of the values xl,...,x, satisfies the inequality Vx _< Co; similarly, the sample variance Vy of the values yl,..., y, satisfies the inequality V~ _< Co. Hence, C _< crx "cry _< vFo • ~0 = Co. In other words, every possible value C of the sample covariance is smaller than or equal to Co. Thus, the largest of these possible values, i.e., C, also cannot exceed Co, i.e., ~ < Co. 
C=C°=n-1 ~=1
On the other hand, we have shown that in all cases (and in this case in particular), C _< a~ • cry <_ v'~" ~ = Co. If a~ < ~0, then we would have C < Co. So, if C = Co, we have crx = cry = VF0, i.e., Vx = Vy = Co. We have already shown, in the proof of Theorem 2.1, that in this case the desired signs exist. The theorem is proven.
